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GARDENS WITHIN GARDENS

Containers&Pots
Outdoor Decor
with Much More
Written and photographed by Michael Persson

is just one of the many ways to describe the aesthetic that plant
containers or flowerpots create throughout the home. The
abundance of looks and feels these mini plant beds produce means
that what sits on the deck, stands sentry to an entranceway, decorates
a walkway, or adds life to a dull corner, can be an eruption of
vegetative fireworks or a subtle accent. These combinations of herb,
flower, tree and grass can provide instantaneous change and an
ecosystem that can be tended with a spoon and a pair of scissors.
We asked Newport horticulturalist and landscape designer Pamela
Rodgers to share some verdant pointers on container gardening,
as well as comment on her own extraordinary creations.

PICK A POT

OUTDOORS, INDOORS

When it comes to the vessel your plants will grow in, the
choice is no longer limited to the simple earthenware pots
used as far back as third century B.C. Greece. It was the
Romans and Chinese who made popular the material
all gardeners know as terracotta. In the 18th century,
Josiah Wedgwood’s flowerpots were as popular as his
famed dinnerware, which, like his plates, were
often highly decorative and used as table
centerpieces. Now, lead, glass, metal, concrete
and plastic are all commonly used
materials. But as Rodgers notes,
“It all comes down to the right
container.” Locally, some of the best
places to browse pots and containers
are Cottage and Garden in Newport,
Chaves’ Gardens and Moore Blooms
in Middletown, Portsmouth’s Island
Garden Shop and Farmer’s Daughter
in North Kingstown.

These pot-bound bouquets can sometimes last for years,
moving from garden to inside the home. Hibiscus,
rosemary, mandevilla, palms and other varieties enjoy
winters in the warmth the same way many residents of
Newport County do. If you have a solarium – great. If not,
a three-season porch or sunny spot indoors will make a
wonderful second home for the more
climate-conscious plant, tree or shrub.
Make certain to feed and water them,
and occasionally provide a good
misting. Placing your hibiscus
in the bathroom, as long as
it has good light, will provide
it with the all-important mist it needs
whenever the shower is used.

WHAT GOES WHERE?

“Coarse evergreen as a background
creates a big dark corner, so what I did
was to try brightening it up. That’s why I
chose Lysimachia, a staked climbing
mandevilla, pelargonium and coleus. I’m
always concerned about texture, but with
more space to fill, color – not texture –
determines what plants I choose.”

–PAMELA RODGERS,
HORTICULTURALIST AND
LANDSCAPE DESIGNER

As many looks as can be created from
the myriad pots and plants, so are
there places around the home,
garden, or rooftop that permit
different amounts of light,
temperature and exposure to wind.
Choosing plants that match these
various conditions is as vital as
understanding their growth
tendencies. Knowing whether a plant
grows upwards or spreads out, and if
its texture or color changes in contrast
to the other plants in your container,
are important facts to consider.

A TEMPORARY GARDEN
Containers and pots make quick-time
gardens. Once you choose a container
and plants, it’s just a matter of filling it
with potting soil, peat moss, sphagnum
moss and plants, and bada-bing. In these
micro-gardens, there’s a short growing
season – namely one. The beauty of
annuals planted in spring is that by
October they have run their course and
can be discarded. If plants, ornamental
shrubs or even herbs winter over, you
can enjoy them indoors throughout the
cold season and return them to their
rightful space come spring. “Remember,”
says Rodgers, reiterating the cardinal rule
of all container gardening, “to fertilize,
deadhead and water throughout the life
of your container garden.”
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A Professional Hand
Pamela Rodgers shows off her artistic eye and describes her process

CLOCKWISE FROM RIGHT The pot always dictates. If you have a pot that
is three feet high, you need the same height and spillover to take away
the dimensions of the pot. Here, my client had brought the inspiration of
a low-growing succulent garden. The trick is to break the horizontal plain
by having plants grow upwards or spread out and over the edge. Another
advantage to succulents is that you can bring them indoors before the
winter. As you can see, succulents come in all different colors and sizes.
They like the sun, but you have to watch them. Jade, which is considered
an indoor plant, fits well into the signature succulents.

A play on texture and color, dark with light, broad leaf with thin leaf:
Potato Vine, Plectranthus, Pennisetum and Elephant Ears. Against the
rough stone, the smoothness and leathery-looking elephant ears, I thought,
really was complementary. Remember: groundcover and overhead.
Wherever you’re landscaping you think of it in those terms. The same
goes with containers and planters.
The plants chosen (Canna, plectrantus, Wave petunia) were to contrast
the light. The container is sitting in a bright area on the blue stone with
the glare of the pool, so it needs to complement, not highlight.

CLOCKWISE FROM ABOVE LEFT Licorice vine, Pennisetum grass with a clematis
vine growing in between. What I like about this is the container. Though it’s
very small in its breadth, its height is dramatic. Abundant grass overflowing
camouflages the scale and size…a great sculpted focal point against the
stone wall and entrance to the building.

More traditional-looking containers signal the entry to the home. Vibrant
colors stand out while contrasting the ocean and lawn in the background.
I plant up the same distance as the height of the containers. I also use trailing
plants to break over the edges and soften them so that it looks like the plants
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are taking over what they’re growing in. Sweet Potato vine (Ipomoea), Cana,
Coleus, Million Bells (Calibrachoa).
This was designed to lead you to the entranceway. The low Zen bowl matched
the feel of the garden. The lime green Coleus is almost like a light turning
on. It’s an outdoor version of a table centerpiece. I think it draws you to a
dark space. Most of the colors I chose highlight the area with the glowing
chartreuse greens, which come alive in either ambient light or if a ray of
sunlight should catch a leaf. Pink Dahlias, Coleus, Elephant Ears (Colocasia),
asparagus ferns are there to soften the planter.
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